
When your mind is fresh, annoying distractions have been eliminated and your brain has been primed with the appropriate 
creative triggers, you’re ready to produce your best work. Leading into your creative appointment, your brain is like a 
freshly sharpened steel chef’s knife, cutting through tough, sinewy creative tasks and mushy, overripe routine tasks alike. 
But you don’t need a steel chef’s knife to dice overripe bananas. 
  
Identifying and protecting daily, high-energy hours for a standing creative appointment is most useful when that time can 
be spent on challenging creative work. If you don’t have a creative project that you can tackle during your creative 
appointment - or if you’re struggling to identify the creative project that exists within your assorted creative tasks - here’s 
some advice that might help you find your project. 

Skill, Rules, Goal and Feedback 
Through his decades-long research on optimal experiences, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi identified that when mental activities 
included the same conditions that make physical activities enjoyable, those mental activities become incredibly enjoyable: 

There must be skill in a symbolic domain; there have to be rules, a goal, and a way of obtaining feedback. One must be able to concentrate 
and interact with the opportunities at a level commensurate with one’s skills. 

This same set of guidelines can help you identify your creative project. 

Skills + Rules: In what domain of production do you exhibit some degree of skill? Writing? Drawing? Coding? Photographing? 
Are there rules define your domain of production, like how Strunk & White’s ‘Elements of Style’ and William Zinsser’s ‘On 
Writing Well’ define the rules of writing?  

• Select the area of production where your degree of skill matches your enthusiasm for improvement and anchor 
your creative project around that medium. 

Goal: Once you’ve identified your production domain, you’ll need to identify a goal that you can work towards. 
Csikszentmihalyi found that the key element of an optimal experience is that it is an end in itself, so you’ll want to avoid 
setting extrinsic goals (i.e. awards, likes, purchases) to guide your creative work. The best goals for your creative project are 
intrinsic (e.g. learning about X through my project, exploring Y through my project, or feeling Z  after my project) or production-focused 
(e.g. finishing 4 essays per quarter). If your creative project is related to a larger team project or collaborative initiative, reserve 
the time spent during your creative hours on higher-level work that can contribute to your team’s strategic efforts, but not 
be influenced by day-to-day tactical changes.
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• Identify the intrinsic goal and milestones that you can work towards and that you can measure your 
performance or production against at the end of every week, month and quarter. 

Feedback: Identify a partner or partners who are willing and able to offer you creative feedback on your progress. Look for 
technical feedback and creative feedback from your partners, but resist the temptation to seek validation. Csikszentmihalyi 
found that seeking validation or avoiding certain public perceptions will limit your enjoyment of the creative process: 

A person who is constantly worried about how others will perceive her, who is afraid of creating the wrong impression, or of doing 
something inappropriate, is also condemned to permanent exclusion from enjoyment. 

There are also creative benefits to a creator’s ignoring public perception and avoiding the pursuit of validation. In The 
Defiant Ones documentary - which tells the story of the intertwining careers of Jimmy Iovine and Dr. Dre - Jimmy Iovine 
explained why he encouraged Eminem to actively ignore the increasingly aggressive negative public reactions to his art: 

“I don’t give a fuck what anybody thinks,” Iovine says. “When you’re a race horse, the reason they put blinders on these things is because 
if you look at the horse on the left or the right, you’re going to miss a step. That’s why the horses have blinders on. And that’s what people 
should have. When you’re running after something, you should not look left or right — what does this person think, what does that person 
think? No. Go.” 

You need to balance your need for productive feedback with your dedication to achieving your creative goal. 

• Identify one or two people who can give you great technical or creative feedback on your project. Ask for their 
help and schedule ongoing check-ins and feedback sessions. For everyone else, blinders.
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